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Use What You Know

You learned that fractions can be written as decimals. Take a look at this problem. 

Jenna figured out the cost of different fruits 
per piece, and wrote the unit costs as 
fractions. She wants to write each unit cost 
as a decimal to show the cost in cents. 
How can she write these common fractions 
as decimals?

Use the math you already know to solve the problem. 

a. Write each fraction as an equivalent fraction with a denominator of 10 or 100.

Unit Fraction Equivalent Fraction Decimal

  1 ·· 10          ··· 10  

  1 ·· 5          ··· 10  

  1 ·· 4            ··· 100  

  1 ·· 2          ··· 10  

  3 ·· 4            ··· 100  

b. What about the denominators of the fractions made it convenient to use equivalent 

fractions as a step in writing them as decimals?  

Fruit Cost Per Piece in Dollars

strawberry   1 ·· 10  

kiwi   1 ·· 5  

apple   1 ·· 4  

banana   1 ·· 2  

mango   3 ·· 4  

7.NS.3
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In real life, fractions and decimals are used to represent weight, money, temperature, time, length, 
and distance. We often find data represented by fractions that would be easier to work with if 
they were decimals.

You know that one half is one whole cut into two equal shares. So,   1··2  means 1 4 2, and 
1
··4  means 1 4 4. You can use division to write any fraction as a decimal.

  1 ·· 2   means 1 4 2. 

0.5
2 q ······ 1.0  
2 1.0

0

  1 ·· 4   means 1 4 4. 
0.25

4 q ······ 1.00  
2 8

20
20

0

  3 ·· 4   means 3 4 4.

0.75
4 q ······ 3.00  
2 28

20
2 20

0

You can verify that each decimal quotient is correct by multiplying the quotient by the divisor. 
For example,   1 ·· 4   5 0.25 and 0.25 3 4 5 1. Or,   3 ·· 4   5 0.75 and 0.75 3 4 5 3.

The decimal number for each of these fractions has only 1 or 2 digits after the decimal point, but 
the decimals for some fractions have many more digits, and some never end at all. Look what 
happens when you divide to find the decimal for   1 ·· 3  .

0.333
3 q ······ 1.000  
2 9

10
2 9

10
2  9

1

In this lesson, you will learn about both terminating decimals such as 0.25 and repeating 
decimals such as 0.333333 . . . , which never end but repeat the same digits over and over.

Reflect
1  Describe how you could � nd the decimal that is to equivalent to   3 ·· 15   using what you just 

learned, without doing any long division. 
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Using Patterns to Write Fractions as Decimals

Read the problem below. Then explore different ways to understand writing eighths 
as decimals.

How do the decimal forms of fractions help you compare their values? Find patterns or 

relationships among fractions for   1 ·· 8   ,   2 ·· 8   ,   3 ·· 8   ,   4 ·· 8   , and   5 ·· 8   .

Picture It You can use fraction strips to visualize the numbers.

The fraction strips show that each of these fractions is   1 ·· 8   more than the previous fraction.

Model It You can use a table of values to help show relationships.

Fraction Decimal

  1 ·· 8  0.125

  2 ·· 8  0.250

  3 ·· 8  0.375

  4 ·· 8  0.500

  5 ·· 8  0.625

  6 ·· 8  

  7 ·· 8  

Look for a pattern to think about how to find the decimal forms of   6 ·· 8   and   7 ·· 8  .

0.125
8 q ······ 1.000  
2 8

20
2 16

40
2 40

0
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Connect It Now you will analyze and extend the patterns you found on the 
previous page.

2  Describe the pattern in the decimal numbers in the table in Model It. Tell how the 
numbers change and why.

3  Extend this pattern to write   6 ·· 8   and   7 ·· 8   as decimals in the table. Explain your thinking.

  

4  In the chart below, write the decimal form of the unit fractions   1 ·· 8   ,   1 ·· 4   , and   1 ·· 2  .

Unit Fraction Decimal

  1 ·· 8  

  1 ·· 4  

  1 ·· 2  

5  Explain how you could get from one row to the next by multiplying. 

  

6 Explain how you could build on knowing the decimal form of   1 ·· 5  , which you found in 

Re� ect, to � nd the decimal form of   3 ·· 5  . Then write the decimal.  

Try It Use what you just learned about writing fractions as decimals to solve 
these problems. Show your work on a separate sheet of paper.

7  Isaiah knows that   1 ·· 4   is written 0.25 as a decimal. How can he � nd a decimal for   5 ·· 4   

without dividing?  

8  What is another way Isaiah can � gure out the decimal for   5 ·· 4   without dividing? 
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Terminating and Repeating Decimals

Read the problem below. Then explore different ways to understand writing sixths 
as decimals.

Juan sells banana bread by weight. He cuts a 
1-lb loaf of banana bread into 6 equal slices. 
He wants to complete the table showing the 
total weight for the various numbers of slices. 
What decimals will he write in the table?

Estimate It You can use estimation to understand the problem.

  1 ·· 6   is between   1 ·· 8   and   1 ·· 5   , so it is between 0.125 and 0.2.

Model It You can use division to find the decimal for   1 ·· 6   .

Fraction Decimal

  1 ·· 6  0.1666. . .

  2 ·· 6  

  3 ·· 6  0.5

  4 ·· 6  

  5 ·· 6  

  6 ·· 6  1.0

Number of 
Slices

Total Weight 
(pounds)

1

2

3

4

5

6 1.0

0.1666
6 q ········· 1.0000  
2   6

40
2 36

40
2 36

40
2 36

4
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Connect It Now you will find decimals for sixths, ninths, and thirds using division 
and patterns.

9  Continue the division of 1 4 6 on the previous page for 2 more decimal places. What do 

you notice?  

10  Explain why the decimal for   1 ·· 6   is called 
a repeating decimal.

11 Complete the chart in Model It on the previous page. Describe and explain the 

relationship between the decimals for   2 ·· 6   and   4 ·· 6   .

  

  

12  Divide to write   1 ·· 9   as a decimal. Continue to 3 decimal places. 

Show your work in the space to the right.       

13  How can you use the fact that   1 ·· 3   5   3 ·· 9   to write the decimal 

for   1 ·· 3  ? What is that decimal?

 

 

Try It Use what you just learned to solve these problems. Show your work on a 
separate sheet of paper.

14  Predict the decimal for   4 ·· 9   . Divide to check your prediction, and describe the results. 

  

15  How can you � nd the decimal for   12 ·· 9   ? What is the decimal? 

  

  

To show a repeating decimal, you 
write a bar over the digit or digits 
that repeat. In this decimal, the 
digit 6 repeats.   1 ·· 6   5 0.1  ·· 6  
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Identifying Rational and Irrational Numbers

Read the problem below. Then explore ways to determine whether a number is 
rational or irrational.

What is the approximate value of  Ï·· 5  ? Is this number rational or irrational?

Analyze It You can estimate to find the value of  Ï·· 5  .

Because 5 is not a perfect square,  Ï·· 5   is not an integer. Find two integers that it must 
be between.

   Ï·· 4   ,  Ï·· 5   ,  Ï·· 9  

  2 ,  Ï·· 5   , 3

Picture It You can picture the value of  Ï·· 5   on a number line.

We saw that  Ï·· 5   is between 2 and 3. Because 5 is closer to 4 than it is to 9,  Ï·· 5   is closer to  Ï·· 4   
than it is to  Ï·· 9   . Therefore,  Ï·· 5   is closer to 2 than to 3. 

 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Connect It Now you will determine a more accurate estimation for the problem 
on the previous page, and determine whether this number is rational or irrational.

16  As seen on the previous page,  Ï·· 5   is between 2 and 3, and it is closer to 2. Calculate: 

 2.12 5        ; 2.22 5        ; 2.32 5        

17  What do the results from problem 16 tell you about the value of  Ï·· 5  ?

18  How can you � nd an even more accurate approximation for the value of  Ï·· 5  ? 

19 Use this method to � nd an approximation for  Ï·· 5   that is accurate to two decimal places. 

      

20 Do you think  Ï·· 5   is rational or irrational? Explain how you know. 

  

  

Try It Use what you just learned about irrational numbers to solve this problem. 
Show your work on a separate sheet of paper.

21  Circle the numbers below that are irrational numbers. Then plot all � ve numbers on the 
number line to determine the order of these numbers when they are arranged from least 
to greatest. 

5 ·· 2      Ï·· 8     Ï··· 16    1.7   Ï·· 2  

 0 1 2 3 4 5
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Study the example below. Then solve problems 16–18.

Example

Reno needs   8··3  ounces of milk for a dessert recipe. His kitchen scale 

shows he has 2.6 ounces of milk. Does he have more or less than 
8
··3  ounces?

Look at how you could show your work using division.
8
··3 5 8 4 3

Reno needs 2.  ··6   ounces.

2.  ··6   > 2.6

Solution 

22 Use division to � nd the decimal equivalent 

for   1 ·· 7   . Be sure to continue dividing until the 

decimal terminates or begins to repeat.

Show your work.

Solution  

Reno has just a little less than   8 ·· 3   ounces.

The student rewrote the 
fraction as a decimal 
using division.

Pair/Share
The division did not end 
in 0. Why did the 
student stop dividing?

The division did not end 

I know   1 ·· 7   is more than   1 ·· 8   
and less than   1 ·· 6   , so my 
answer will be between 
0.125 and 0.1  ·· 6  .

Pair/Share
How far do you need to 
continue the division of 1 
by 7 to know the answer?

How far do you need to 

Writing Fractions as Terminating and 
Repeating Decimals

2.666
3 q ········· 8.000  

2  6
20

2 18
20

2 18
20

2 18
2
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23 Determine whether the number  Ï··· 49    is rational or irrational, then 

explain whether this number is greater than or less tha    41 ·· 6    .

Show your work.

Solution  

24  Audrey is practicing basketball. She makes a basket from the 
free-throw line 8 out of 25 shots. Which decimal shows the fraction 
of Audrey’s shots that result in baskets? Circle the letter of the 
correct answer.

A 3.2

B 3.125

C 0.32

D 0.3125

Jorge chose B as the correct answer. How did he get that answer?

Will your answer be 
greater than 1 or less 
than 1?

Is the number under the 
square root symbol a 
perfect square?

Pair/Share
How can you compare a 
square root and a fraction?

Pair/Share
When you write a 
repeating decimal, how 
do you decide where to 
draw the bar?

When you write a 
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Writing Fractions as Terminating and 
Repeating Decimals

Solve the problems.

1  Joe’s apple weighs   4··5  lb. Marta’s apple weighs 0.5 lb. How much more does Joe’s apple weigh 

than Marta’s?

A 0.3 lb C 0.8 lb

B 0.75 lb D 1.25 lb

2  At 2:30 AM the temperature in Joelle is 38F. The temperature drops   3··4  of a degree in 

30 minutes. What is the temperature in Joelle at 3:00 AM?

A 2.  ··2  8F C 3.758F

B 2.258F D 3.  ··7  8F

3  Write each number in the appropriate box to show its placement along the number line.

0.21   3 ·· 11  

22  1 } 6   2.375

21.62 2  2 · 9  

  5 · 3   21.26

4  Look at the following statements. Choose True or False for each statement.

A Square roots are always irrational numbers.  True  False

B A terminating decimal is always rational.  True  False

C If there is a pattern in the decimal portion of a number, 
it is always a rational number.  True  False

D The sum of two rational numbers is sometimes zero.  True  False

E An integer is not a rational number.  True  False

 −3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3
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Go back and see what you can check off on the Self Check on page 1.

5  Which of the following numbers are irrational? Select all that apply.

A  Ï·· 6   D  Ï··· 10  

B  Ï···· 100   E 0.010101 …

C   7 ··· 13   F 0.97997999799997 …

6  The table below shows some decimal equivalents for elevenths.

Fraction Decimal

  1 ·· 11  0.  ··· 09  

  2 ··· 11  0.  ··· 18  

  3 ··· 11  0.  ··· 27  

  4 ··· 11  

  5 ··· 11  

  6 ··· 11  

  7 ··· 11  

Part A Describe one pattern you see in the repeated digits.

Part B Complete the table. Use division to check one answer.


